A Resolution-
A Resolution to be entitled - "A Resolution for the additional SendNPrint Stations," relating to the implementation of 13 SendNPrint stations on campus.

WHEREAS: The Student Government of Texas State University, on behalf of the student body of Texas State University would like to increase the accessibility of SendNPrint stations on campus; and

WHEREAS: SendNPrint stations are a resource in which students can send documents from their personal computers to select SendNPrint locations on campus for efficient and convenient accessibility of printing; and

WHEREAS: Currently, the software used for students to log into on campus desktops takes a considerable amount of time; and

WHEREAS: An increasing number of students are utilizing their personal computers for classes and otherwise; and

WHEREAS: As of now there are only SendNPrint stations presiding in the buildings of Alkek, ASBS, Derrick, FCS, Jowers, and McCoy; and
WHEREAS: There are numerous academic disciplines that do not have any classes in these buildings, and therefore lack the convenient access for which the SendNPrint stations are established; and

WHEREAS: We attend a university with a current student population of approximately 40,000 students and have access to SendNPrint stations in only six different buildings; and

WHEREAS: The University of Texas has a class size of approximately 50,000 students and students have access to a similar printing resource called UTprint in thirty-one different buildings; and

WHEREAS: The addition of more SendNPrint stations would increase the accessibility and efficiency for which the resource was originally established; therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED: The addition of at least one SendNPrint station to the following 13 academic buildings: Chemistry, College of Education, Comal, Evans Liberal Arts, Supple, Mitte, Lampasas, Music, Old Main, Strahan Coliseum, Taylor-Murphy, Hines, and/or Agriculture; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: This legislation be forwarded to the Student Body President for further action.